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                                                                                                                            31 May 2017 
 
Dear Mr. Munson, 
 
Lawshall Neighbourhood Plan Examination  
                                                                                         
I am writing in relation to the above examination. 
 
I sent some questions of clarification to you and the Parish Council to which both parties have 
kindly and helpfully responded.  One of those queries related to Regulation 32 of the 
Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 (as amended) which sets out an additional 
basic condition to those set out in primary legislation.  Regulation 32 states: “The making of the 
neighbourhood plan is not likely to have a significant effect on a European site1 or a European 
offshore marine site2 either alone or in combination with other plans or projects.”  I asked for 
further information about what assessment had been carried out in respect of this basic 
condition.   
 
A Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) screening report has been produced and I note that 
two of the three statutory consultees who responded with substantive comments agree with the 
assessment which concludes there will be no likely significant environmental effects and that a 
SEA is not required.  
 
In order to enable me to ascertain whether the Plan complies with the basic condition referred 
to above, I consider that it would be prudent for a Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA) 
screening assessment to be carried out.  If one has been produced, then I apologise; I have not 
found it in the bundle of submitted documents.  However, if I am correct that one has not been 
produced, I would recommend this matter be remedied as soon as possible. 
 
There are of course a number of options open to us if HRA has not been considered.  These 
include continuation of the examination, suspension of the examination or withdrawing the Plan 
from examination.  Both the latter options would allow the matter to be remedied as soon as 
possible.   
 
My suggestion is that I suspend the examination whilst the requisite HRA screening work is 
carried out and a period of consultation, with both the statutory consultees and the public, for 
six weeks is undertaken.  It should be made clear that this period of consultation is only in 
relation to the HRA screening report and that all other representations made at the submission 
stage consultation period will be ‘rolled forward’.  As soon as the consultation period ends, any 
representations received should be forwarded to me and I will recommence the examination.  
 
                                                             
1 As defined in the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2012 
2 As defined in the Offshore Marine Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 2007 
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I appreciate that this and the ensuing delay will come as a disappointment to you and particularly 
the Parish Council and others involved in the development of this Plan.  Yet it is important to 
ensure that all the basic conditions are satisfactorily met and that the Plan, once it proceeds to its 
latter stages, can do so with confidence. 
 
Given the nature of the situation in that there is a remedy to this outstanding issue, I am 
therefore writing to you to seek your further instructions as to whether you and the Parish 
Council wish me to suspend the examination to allow the situation to be remedied along the 
lines suggested above or whether you wish me to continue the examination which may 
unfortunately result in a report that recommends the Plan does not proceed to referendum.  
Once the Council has decided on the course of action it wishes to take, please let me know how 
you wish to proceed.   
 
Assuming you will wish me to suspend the examination to carry out the requisite HRA work, to 
avoid any unnecessary delay it would also be helpful to me to indicate when the consultation 
period might start so I can programme the examination restart in and ensure that I can continue 
with the examination very promptly after the consultation period ends. 
 
The comments made in this letter are without prejudice to my conclusions on any other issue.  
 
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to get in touch. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Ann Skippers 
Ann Skippers 
Director                                    
 
 
via email to Paul Munson, Babergh District Council 


